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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, it has become increasingly clear that sex trafficking is a domestic problem, and not just an international issue. Children are sold for sex each night in most major cities across the United States. Some of this country’s most marginalized children are disproportionately at risk of being trafficked or exploited, including minorities; those who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, or questioning (LGBTQ); and children with cognitive and developmental delays. Although much has been written and studied in the past decade, the magnitude of the problem is still unclear, and we do not have a solid grasp of the populations affected. The technology sector is in a unique position to aid the anti-trafficking community by helping develop technology-based strategies for prevention and intervention.

Many anti-human trafficking advocates have begun examining why certain children are more vulnerable than others to falling victim to commercial sexual exploitation. One clear pattern quickly emerges—a large proportion of victims of commercial sexual exploitation have been involved with the child welfare system. Many organizations, agencies, and reports have documented the intersection between involvement in the child welfare system and child sex trafficking; between 50 and 98 percent of identified child victims of commercial sexual exploitation have previously been involved with the child welfare system.1 This seemingly inextricable link was likely the impetus for recent actions on the part of federal, state, and local governments urging child welfare systems to provide prevention and early intervention services for trafficked youth and children who are at risk of being exploited.2

ROADMAP

This paper will explore the intersection between child sex trafficking/exploitation and the child welfare/foster care system. It will provide a brief explanation of the child

---


welfare system and its purpose. A case study derived from a child trafficking case will highlight many of the issues the child welfare system faces in addressing the growing problem. Though data is limited, the paper will discuss available data linking trafficking and involvement in the child welfare system. The risk factors and vulnerabilities that are common among children involved with the child welfare system and trafficking will be discussed. The paper will provide recommendations and opportunities where the technology sector can assist in addressing this problem.

BACKGROUND ON THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM

National child welfare policy first focused on protecting children from physical abuse, and has since expanded to include neglect, as well as other forms of abuse. The federal government recognizes that best practice should take into account trauma and the potential psychological impact abuse and neglect can have on a child. In the past several decades, the federal government has taken a more comprehensive approach, and now provides significant oversight by making federal funding contingent on a state’s ability to comply with rules and regulations related to the care and protection of children. Each state defines the purpose of its child welfare system differently, but they all have similar components: (1) protection from harm or risk of harm, (2) provision of services, and (3) preservation of families. For example, under California law, the state is required to:

Provide maximum safety and protection for children who are currently being physically, sexually, or emotionally abused, being neglected, or being exploited, and to ensure the safety, protection, and physical and emotional well-being of children who are at risk of that harm. This safety, protection, and physical and emotional well-being may include provision of a full array of social and health services to help the child and family and to prevent re-abuse of children. The focus shall be on the preservation of the family as well as the safety, protection, and physical and emotional well-being of the child.

Each state has developed its own definitions for the acts or omissions that constitute abuse or neglect and that may bring the child under the jurisdiction of the child welfare system. For example, sexual exploitation is a form of sexual abuse, which falls under physical abuse. According to several states’ law, sexual exploitation encompasses a variety of forms of abuses, including “prostitution.”

In order to bring a child under the jurisdiction of the child welfare agency, an individual must commit an act or fail to act in some way that puts the child at risk. In almost every state, in order for a child to enter the child welfare system, the parent or guardian must be the perpetrator and either inflict harm on the child or fail to protect the child from
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3 CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 300.2 (emphasis added).
4 See, e.g., OR. REV. STAT. §§ 419B.005(1)(a), 419B.005(1)(a)(E)(2) (“Abuse is allowing, permitting, encouraging or hiring a child to engage in prostitution.”); MNN. STAT. ANN. § 626.556(2)(d) (“[S]exual abuse includes any act that involves a minor that constitutes a violation of prostitution offenses.”).
harm. More recently, some jurisdictions have expanded the definition of perpetrator to include third parties, which allows the child to come under the jurisdiction the child welfare agency even without a nexus to the parent or guardian. In those jurisdictions that include third party perpetrators, children who are trafficked by an exploiter or pimp may come under the child welfare system. In the jurisdictions that require the parent to be the perpetrator, the local law enforcement agency is typically responsible for investigating child abuse or neglect by a third party perpetrator.

Child welfare agencies are typically alerted of potential cases of abuse and neglect through the child abuse or child protection hotline. Certain individuals, like doctors, teachers, and law enforcement officers, are mandated reporters and are required to report abuse and neglect to this hotline. In most states, these individuals are required to make a report to the child protection hotline when they know or reasonably suspect a child has been abused or neglected. The report is required irrespective of whether the perpetrator is a parent/guardian or a third party. Child welfare agencies are responsible for accepting, evaluating risk, and responding to calls from mandated reporters within specified time periods depending on the risk to the child. In many states, the child welfare agency is also responsible for cross-reporting the mandated reporter’s allegation to law enforcement so that they may investigate and determine whether to pursue a criminal case against the alleged perpetrator.

In California, as well as other jurisdictions, many law enforcement agencies, emergency department physicians and nurses, and teachers do not necessarily view sex trafficking or “child prostitution” as a reportable offense. As a result, these individuals do not report the suspected abuse to the child protection hotline, and no one alerts the child welfare system about potential abuse or neglect. Instead law enforcement arrests the child for prostitution or loitering, and he/she is funneled through the juvenile justice system. Many advocates throughout country argue that the child welfare system is the more appropriate and better-equipped system to serve trafficking victims because, ultimately, these children are victims of serial sexual abuse. And, in most cases, trafficking victims have already had some contact with the child welfare system, either through child protection hotline referrals, voluntary services, or formal child welfare involvement.

Despite the fact that many victims of sex trafficking have previous involvement in the child welfare system, many jurisdictions do not have initiatives or protocols in place to train child welfare workers on commercial sexual exploitation and how to identify children who either have been exploited or are at risk for such exploitation. The following
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1 See, e.g., NY. SOC. SERV. § 374(3)(b)(ii).
2 See REBECCA EPSTEIN & PETER EDELMAN, BLUEPRINT: A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO THE DOMESTIC SEX TRAFFICKING OF GIRLS 7 (2013), available at http://www.law.georgetown.edu/academics/cantins-institutes/poverty-inequality/lawer/cfm?ca=Mod kişesi security/gaflisdpadisudf16902 (quoting Tammy Sneed of the Conn. Dep’t of Children and Families, “We, at this point, can accept a case even if a parent or guardian is not the alleged perpetrator. [O]ne of the challenges is when the pimp or the john, the abuser, is not the caretaker...most states cannot accept those cases. We now accept those cases. And that is not legislatively mandated. That is a commitment from the department...[M]ost of these girls...are known to our system. So even if they’re not, this is abuse, and we feel the need to be able to respond.”).
3 See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 39.201; FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 65C-29.002; 325 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/4, 5/7; ARIZ. CODE ANN. § 12-18-402(a); N.Y. SOC. SERV. LAW § 413(1)(a), 415; 2 N.Y. LAW OF DOM. VIOLENCE 40.30.
4 See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 11666.
5 See, e.g., CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 16504; ARIZ. ADMIN. CODE § 66-5505; 12 COLO. CODE REGS. § 2509-3.27.202(4); CONN. AGENCIES REGS. § 17a-106c.4.
6 See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 11666(c); TENN. CODE ANN. § 37-1-605(b)(2); OR. REV. STAT. § 419B.015(1)(b), 419B.015(2); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 9:6-8:10a(3)(c)(x) (noting that only substantiated reports are to be forwarded to law enforcement).
7 EPSTEIN, supra note 8, at 4, 7.
case outlines many issues children face prior to entering and while in the child welfare system. Many of these vulnerabilities increase the risk that a child will be exploited.

**CASE STUDY**

Felicia was 11 when the juvenile court determined that she should be removed from her home because of her mother’s physical abuse and daily use of alcohol and marijuana. Prior to being removed by the court, there had been eight hotline referrals of suspected child abuse in the previous eight years. Two of Felicia’s siblings had been removed from her mother prior to Felicia’s birth. Within the first year of being placed into the foster care system, Felicia moved between four different foster homes and one relative placement. The child welfare agency returned Felicia to her mother after approximately a year and a half, only to remove her again within three months because of continued physical abuse and substance abuse.

A short time later, the court returned her home. For a few weeks, she ran away from home for a day or two at a time because of constant, volatile (and often physical) arguments with her mother. It was unclear how Felicia was meeting her basic needs while on the run. Within two months, now 12 years of age, the police arrested Felicia for making criminal threats and assault with a deadly weapon against her mother. She had threatened her mother with a knife after her mother was particularly violent towards her. Felicia asked to be placed in a locked facility because she was “addicted to the streets.”

While in detention, a psychologist recommended that she be placed in a Level 14 group home to treat her mental health needs. Because she was so young, she was not placed in a therapeutic group home, and instead was placed in an unspecialized group home following her six-month stint in detention. Felicia was miserable in the group home, and ran away after three weeks.

She disappeared for two months and was finally picked up on a probation violation and was detained for six months in a locked camp. When she was released, she returned to her mother’s house and ran away again within two weeks. The following month, at age 13, police arrested her for prostitution. During the initial questioning, she reported having been kidnapped, locked, and chained in an apartment basement where she was forced to sell herself to strangers and turn over the money she earned to her kidnapper. Felicia was placed in a foster placement, but eventually returned home. Realizing that nothing at home had changed, she returned to her exploiter, and was recently arrested in another state on solicitation charges.

Felicia’s story is not dissimilar to many of her peers who have been involved with the child welfare system—a tumultuous home life, parental substance abuse, placement instability, failed family reunification, and violence. Some of these factors led to her involvement in the child welfare system while others were the result of her interaction with the system. The circumstances combined increased her susceptibility and led to her entanglement in the growing criminal industry of sex trafficking.

11 The name and any identifying information have been changed to protect the privacy of the victim.
RISK FACTORS FOR CHILD WELFARE INVOLVEMENT AND COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

From the limited data available, there seems to be a correlation between child welfare involvement and trafficking. Like Felicia, many children have endured years of abuse or neglect prior to their involvement in trafficking. Often children who have experienced such trauma are left seeking the things a family typically provides—safety, a sense of belonging, and shelter. The statistics below demonstrate this intersection, and should inform prevention and intervention strategies going forward.

The STAR Court, a specialized court for commercially sexually exploited girls in Los Angeles, sees children like Felicia each week. Currently, the STAR court has jurisdiction over 100 girls, nearly 80 percent of whom have been in or are involved with the child welfare system. Their child welfare involvement ranges from child protection hotline referrals to removal from the home and placement in foster homes or other foster care placements. Similarly, WestCoast Children’s Clinic, a therapeutic provider located in Oakland, California, provides clinical services to over 100 youth in a specialized program for trafficked children annually. Close to 80 percent of these youth had prior child welfare involvement.

Training and clear screening procedures are key to identifying exploited children and ensuring that they do not fall through the cracks. For example, Connecticut began building a system response to child sex trafficking within the child welfare system in 2008. Currently, the state screens every child who interacts with the child welfare system for commercial sexual exploitation. Of the 200 plus children identified over the past six years, 98 percent were previously known to the child welfare system. Anecdotally, jurisdictions around the country are seeing similar trends.

The link between commercial sexual exploitation and the child welfare system should not be surprising. Many of the vulnerabilities that warrant involvement in the child welfare system—physical, emotional, and sexual abuse, and neglect—are the same characteristics exploiters target as they recruit children into their sex trafficking rings. Children become involved in the child welfare system because they have experienced abuse and neglect and may lack a family structure or an adult support network. While in the foster care system, factors like placement instability, restricted development and socialization, and the lack of opportunities upon exiting can result in victimization through sex trafficking.
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15 Interview with Catherine Pratt, Comm'r L.A. Cnty. Superior Court, in Wash. D.C. (Apr. 29, 2014) [hereinafter Pratt Interview].
16 Id.
17 WALKER, supra note 1, at 10.
18 Symposium, We Can Do Better: Improving Our Response to Child Sex Trafficking in Alameda County, WestCoast Children’s Clinic (Apr. 17, 2014).
20 EPSTEIN, supra note 8, at 22-24.
21 Katz Testimony, supra note 1.
24 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 14-16.
Furthermore, the disproportionate representation of particularly vulnerable youth in the child welfare system, like LGBTQ children and youth with disabilities, increases risk of exploitation. These vulnerabilities must be taken into account as prevention and intervention strategies are developed to address the needs of exploited youth in and entering the child welfare system.

Youth who are sexually abused as children are 28 times more likely to be arrested for prostitution than youth who have not experienced abuse. For many children, once they are sexually abused as children, their understanding of appropriate boundaries may be compromised and they may no longer feel like their bodies are their own. They may link repeated sexual abuse with signs of love. Thus, children with this history may be unfazed when their exploiter requires them to have sex with others—it is a continuation of the abuse and cycle of exploitation. Youth who are abused and neglected, like Felicia, often leave home to escape this abuse. While on the street, they can be targeted by traffickers.

A lack of adequate parental supervision or family structure can also increase the likelihood for involvement in both child welfare and commercial sexual exploitation. Identified victims of sex trafficking frequently report that they lacked a caring adult in their lives, and reported that if an adult would have taken an interest in them, they may have stopped engaging in commercial sex earlier. Without structure or supervision, adolescents “receive minimal guidance on how to spend their free time or how to define themselves, they may lack consistent guidance on boundaries or limits to their behavior, or they may be treated as adults before being cognitively or developmentally ready for such responsibility.”

Homelessness is a clear risk factor that increases the chances of exploitation. Covenant House New York recently conducted a study (“Covenant study”) of a random sample of 174 homeless individuals between the ages of 18 and 23, who have received services through its shelter in New York City. The study found that just under 80 percent of youth that had engaged in commercial sex reported being raped or molested as children. Almost one half of the youth that participated in the Covenant study had engaged in commercial sex. Many youth cite the lack of a safe place to sleep as one of the primary reasons for engaging in commercial sex. The limited number of shelter beds available for homeless youth on any given night likely exacerbates this problem.

Youth who identify as LGBTQ often become involved with the child welfare system

26 See GEMS Training Curriculum, Continuum of Abuse (on file with the author); CLAYTON, supra note 23, at 81 (noting that “children who are sexually victimized develop psychologically and emotionally in ways that make them vulnerable to continuing sexual predation”).
28 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 5.
29 CLAYTON, supra note 23, at 94.
30 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 8.
31 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 5.
32 Id. at 15.
33 Id. at 14.
34 Id.
35 Id. at 14-15.
after being rejected by their families because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity. While only 5 to 10 percent of the general population is believed to be gay, 24 percent of females and 10 percent of males aging out of the child welfare system report a sexual orientation other than heterosexual. One study found that LGBTQ youth in the juvenile justice system are twice as likely to have experienced child abuse and to have spent time in out-of-home placements than their heterosexual peers. Once in the system, these youth are often harassed and bullied for their sexual orientation and/or gender identity, which can trigger them to run away and become homeless. LGBTQ youth “are at an increased risk for becoming sexually exploited due to their over-representation in the homeless youth population (twenty to forty percent of homeless youth in California identify as LGBT).” A study in New York City estimated that more than one in four homeless LGBTQ children, and nearly half of gay or bisexual boys, have been victims of commercial sexual exploitation.

Racial minorities are also disproportionately represented in child welfare. According to Adoption and Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS), in fiscal year 2012, close to 400,000 children were in foster care. Of that 400,000, just over 25 percent were African Americans and 20 percent were Hispanic. In contrast, the 2012 census indicates that 13.1 percent of the general population is African American and 16.9 percent Hispanic. This disparity is even more pronounced in trafficked youth; nearly 90 percent of the girls participating in Los Angeles’ STAR Court, a specialized court for children identified as sex trafficking victims, are African American.

CHILD WELFARE INVOLVEMENT AS A RISK FACTOR FOR EXPLOITATION

Involvement in the child welfare system itself can be a risk factor for involvement in the sex trade. Exploiters strategically target vulnerable youth, especially those involved in foster care because they are easier to manipulate, given their histories of violence, trauma or neglect, and they often lack basic necessities. Pimpology, a book written by a pimp on basic, and extremely disturbing, tactics for manipulating victims, urges prospective exploiters to look for the kids that appear lost, alone, and with little self-confidence. By providing youth with a sense of belonging, food, shelter, clothes, and some affection, traffickers often fill voids in these children’s lives. Traffickers know where group homes are, and seek out children in those placements for recruitment purposes.

childwelfare.gov/pubs/LGBTQyouth.pdf

35 SUPPORTING YOUR LGBT YOUTH, supra note 35, at 4.
38 HYATT, supra note 27, at 2; WALKER, supra note 1, at 21.
39 See PIMPIN’ KEN & KAREN HUNTER, PIMPOLOGY (Gallery Books 2008).
40 WALKER, supra note 1, at 18-19.
Furthermore, youth often run away or become homeless while in foster care. As discussed above, homelessness and increased time on the streets has been shown to increase likelihood for victimization and exploitation. Many youth placed in out-of-home care run away from their placements. And more specifically, those in residential care are more likely to run away than those living in a foster home or the home of a relative. While on the street, these children must fend for themselves, and may resort to “survival sex,” if they have no other way to meet their basic needs.

Children in foster care face additional challenges because of restrictions placed on youth in many placements. In placements, children's interaction with non-system involved peers is limited because they are prohibited from sleeping over. They also have difficulty finding privacy to explore their sexuality and gender identity. Children in the system, whether in foster homes or group homes, also have restrictions placed on their use of technology. Group homes are not required to provide youth with cell phones, and if a child comes into a home with a cell phone, the caregiver is not obligated to make ongoing payments. Monthly personal allowances for foster youth, which range from twelve dollars to twenty-five dollars, are usually insufficient to cover the cost of purchasing cell phones and making monthly payments. Currently, specific federal and state funding for the purchase and use of cell phones is only available for foster youth over the age of 18. Moreover, some group homes forbid residents from having cell phones altogether. As a result, some foster children seek normalcy and connection with others outside of their foster care placement. Often they run away, and if pimps target them, they will often give the youth cell phones. Pimps use cell phones to both entice foster children, since they were likely forbidden from having a phone in their placement, but also they use them to control and track the youth.
Foster youth face challenges long after they leave the foster care system that make them more susceptible to exploitation. Youth who transition out of the child welfare system tend to experience poor outcomes. For example, they are less likely than non-system involved youth to graduate high school or attend college and to obtain employment that pays a living wage. Furthermore, they are much more likely to enter the criminal justice system. Faced with these barriers to success and without the support and protection of the child welfare system, many youth become victims of traffickers because they have no other way to meet their basic needs.

Despite clear evidence that they are victims, society still labels exploited children as offenders. The rhetoric that is often perpetuated by media and most law enforcement, probation, court, and child welfare systems imply that these youth choose to engage in commercial sex. By viewing these children as offenders, child-serving entities, like courts, law enforcement and others, continue to steer victims of exploitation into the juvenile justice system. That system is designed to rehabilitate, but often punishes, child offenders. Notably, in many states, these same children are not legally allowed to consent to sex, which cuts against the argument that they are “offenders.” Rather, it further supports the notion that children are victims when adults have sex with them for money or when adult pimps force them into exchanging sex for money. Child-serving systems rarely identify victims of exploitation prior to an arrest for prostitution or a related offense. These youth have already experienced such severe trauma that they were removed from their homes for their own safety. Because of a failure to screen and identify them, they risk enduring additional years of violence and trauma at the hands of their exploiters before any systems ever intervene.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Technology companies are in a unique position to improve the way the systems deal with these children. As explained above, the vulnerabilities that bring these children under the jurisdiction of the child welfare system as well as the vulnerabilities created by the system, could be addressed, in part, through initiatives led by the technology sector.

1. One major barrier to understanding and responding to the needs of a child is a lack of coordination and communication between the agencies serving youth. For example, a child’s social worker may not have access to the child’s school attendance information, and as a result, may not be able to recognize chronic truancy, a warning sign for trafficking. Facilitating communication between various systems, whether by creating a centralized database or by allowing multiple databases to interact with each other, would improve collaboration and allow service providers to gather key information. This could lead to early interventions to address risk factors for exploitation and
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62 Id. at 4.
63 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 16 (noting that nearly 50 percent of youth in the Covenant study were first exploited at the age of 18. One explanation is that these children became homeless for the first time when they exited the foster care system, and were forced to engage in commercial sex to survive).
65 CAL. PENAL CODE § 261.5(a); TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. § 22.011; ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13-1405.
potentially protect youth from ever being victimized. Any mechanisms to facilitate communication would have to build in security measures so that sensitive information would be protected pursuant to federal and state law, and only accessible after obtaining appropriate authorization to release information from the youth and his or her parent or guardian.

2. Systems-involved youth often have a very small support system, and what exists may be limited because of resource constraints. Social workers and probation officers are often a part of this support system. Unfortunately, there is no way for children to reach out to their social workers or probation officers after hours, when they are most likely to find themselves in risky situations. Providing an on-call or youth hotline that would route a call to an actual social worker or trained advocate would provide youth round the clock support. Access to this type of 24-hour response may help prevent children from becoming exploited or may help youth leave the streets.

3. Currently, few jurisdictions systematically screen children for commercial sexual exploitation. Those systems that do screen often have difficulty in asking the right questions in a way that encourages a youth to disclose exploitation.66 Because these are sensitive questions, research has shown that some interviewees “are more inclined to respond to sensitive questions when a computer is asking them” through Interactive Voice Response.67 Creating a screening tool using technology may increase disclosures and allow child-serving systems to intervene sooner.

4. Increasingly, children and youth are using social media and texting to communicate with peers and adults in their lives. Unfortunately, many child-serving agencies have restrictions on the use of texting and social media, which vary depending on the jurisdiction. In California, the Reasonable and Prudent Parent Standard gives caregivers the discretion to make sensible decisions on Internet and cell phone use to “maintain the child’s health, safety, and best interest.”68 Other jurisdictions such as New York and Oregon have not adopted statutory codes governing Internet and cell phone use. Instead, agencies in each state have developed guidelines that encourage caregiver supervision, parental controls, and discretionary revocation of privileges as a disciplinary measure.69 Currently, a federal bill that would mandate the Reasonable and Prudent Parent Standard is awaiting approval by the Senate.70 By restricting use, it is possible that we are limiting the interaction that youth have with caring adults in their lives. Creating child protections on agency computers and cell phones, such as limited use or restricted applications, or allowing the creation of profiles solely for work purposes could be a way to bridge the current gap in communication. Anecdotally, the runaway unit of the Los Angeles County’s Department of Children and Families Services maintains a Facebook page and uses it to find and re-engage youth who have run away from placements with some success.71

66 HOMELESSNESS & TRAFFICKING, supra note 22, at 5.
68 CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 362.04.
70 H.R. 4058, supra note 53.
71 Mobile Technology, supra note 67.
5. Youth tend to have better outcomes living in home-like, community-based settings like foster homes, rather than group homes. Nationally, jurisdictions have challenges recruiting foster homes, especially for older youth.\(^{72}\) It is important to have an adequate number of foster homes specially trained to work with these exploited youth available in the community. Some jurisdictions have used social media to recruit foster families for specific populations. Technology companies could be helpful in developing social media campaigns to recruit CSEC-focused foster homes and create ways to distribute recruitment materials.\(^{73}\)

6. Increasingly, youth have access to mobile devices and computers at school and through their peers. Although group homes are not required to supply foster youth with cell phones, caregivers have the option of providing them and setting restrictions on their use.\(^{74}\) Alternatively, foster youth can purchase phones with money from part-time jobs or gain access to them through their exploiters.\(^{75}\) National and local initiatives have also expanded access to technology by supplying computers to foster homes and foster youth individually.\(^{76}\) As a result, foster youth are able to have more normalized childhoods and become technologically literate. However, these benefits must be weighed against the danger of potential communication between traffickers and victims, especially when caregivers do not provide adequate restrictions and supervision on usage. Notwithstanding this danger, technology is a powerful tool that can be harnessed to combat sex trafficking. For example, Corbett Group Homes has a CSEC-specific group home in California where youth are allowed to keep cell phones with minimal supervision.\(^{77}\) The goal is to encourage open communication channels between staff and youth, many of whom will run away while at the home.\(^{78}\) Staff members give youth their personal cell phone numbers and allow them to save their contact information in a manner that traffickers will not detect.\(^{79}\) Connecting with youth through text, Facebook, and Instagram gives caregivers a way to reach out to youth and help them if they run away.\(^{80}\) Increased access to technology creates an opportunity to develop cell-phone/technology-based curricula to teach children about sexual exploitation. This technology can be developed with input from young people so that it is youth-friendly and interactive. It would be critical to put in place some protections and safeguards to avoid detection by traffickers. There is also an opportunity to develop cell phone-based coaching for adults caring for children who have been exploited.\(^{81}\)


\(^{73}\) Social Media in Adoption Recruitment, CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION GATEWAY, https:/ /www.childwelfare.gov/adoption/preplacement/social_media.cfm (last visited June 6, 2014).


\(^{75}\) CAL. CN¥Y NOTICE, supra note 58; Corbett Interview, supra note 59.


\(^{77}\) Corbett Interview, supra note 59.

\(^{78}\) Id.

\(^{79}\) Id.

\(^{80}\) Id.

\(^{81}\) Mobile Technology, supra note 67.
7. Trafficking is an ever-evolving criminal activity. The traffickers must be agile in order to evade law enforcement, which means the language, tactics, and forums for trafficking change regularly. Technology companies could develop a portal to monitor emerging trends in exploitation practices. Professionals working with children could access the portal to ensure they have the most updated information, which would make it easier to identify potential trafficking victims. The portal would have to be updated regularly, and would necessitate youth input. Portals could also provide region specific information.

8. One consistent problem for agencies is locating and identifying providers and services that have received training on working with this population. Tech companies could set up a national portal or clearinghouse to catalog available services for this population.

9. A mobile application could be created to provide youth with the location of sexual assault, domestic violence, and trafficking specific programs so that if a youth does try to escape, they can quickly locate available resources that are open at the time. The application would need to be disguised to avoid detection by and repercussions from the trafficker. Similar youth-friendly apps exist that provide young people with information on clinics and providers that provide reproductive health services. These could be used as models for a sexual abuse/trafficking application.